We have performed density-functional calculations on the Ti 4 O 7 Magnéli phase. Our results provided a consistent description of the high-temperature ͑T Ն 298 K͒ phase, the intermediate-temperature ͑120 K Յ T Յ 140 K͒ phase, and the low-temperature ͑T Յ 120 K͒ phase. The established model for the electronic structure of the low-and intermediate-temperature phases of Ti 4 O 7 states that Ti 3+ -Ti 3+ pairs, bonded through nonmagnetic metal-metal bonds, form ordered bipolarons in the low-temperature phase, and that these bipolarons exist but are disordered in the intermediate-temperature phase. In this work we propose a different picture for the Ti 4 O 7 low-and intermediate-temperature electronic structure. We argue that, in the lowtemperature phase, a combination of a strong on-site Coulomb repulsion and electron-phonon coupling results in the localization of unpaired electrons in the Ti 3+ ions forming the pairs. The electrons are accommodated in specific t 2g -like orbitals for two reasons: to minimize the direct Coulomb repulsion, and to minimize the indirect interaction that results from lattice distortion. The localized electrons are antiferromagnetically coupled, producing bipolarons with zero spin. This orbital ordering results in the widening of the gap between the fully occupied and unoccupied levels. This is a bipolaronic state, but there is no bond in between the Ti 3+ forming the pairs. In the intermediate phase, a subset of the bipolarons dissociate but the electrons remain strongly localized: this state consists of a mixture of polarons and bipolarons placed in a superstructure with long-range order. This model provides a consistent explanation of the observed electric and magnetic properties of Ti 4 O 7 .
I. INTRODUCTION
Magnéli phases are a substoichiometric composition of titanium oxides. They form a homologous series Ti n O 2n−1 whose end members-TiO 2 and Ti 2 O 3 -show marked differences in their crystalline structures as well as in their magnetic and electrical properties. Moreover, there is a strong correlation between changes in the crystalline structure and changes in the physical properties.
The crystalline structure of the Magnéli phases can be viewed as rutile-type slabs of infinite extension and different thickness, separated by shear planes with a corundum-like atomic arrangement. 1 When moving from TiO 2 to Ti 2 O 3 in the Ti-O phase diagram, 2 the d band occupation across the series increases and the material electronic structure changes. The changing electronic structure has profound consequences in the temperature dependence of physical properties such as the magnetic susceptibility and the electrical conductivity.
Bartholomew and Frankl 3 measured the electrical conductivity of Ti n O 2n−1 with 3 Յ n Յ 6 within the temperature range 78-298 K. Inglis et al. 4 studied the temperature dependence of the electrical conductance of Ti n O 2n−1 with 4 Յ n Յ 9 in the 4-320 K temperature range. In these studies no single conduction mechanism was found to dominate across the series. In particular, for Ti 4 O 7 , both works reported discontinuities in the conductivity as the temperature was changed: a semiconductor-semiconductor transition in the 125-140 K temperature range and a semiconductor-metal transition at about 150 K. It is in this Magnéli phase, Ti 4 O 7 , where the bulk of the analysis, regarding the study of the metal-semiconductor and semiconductor-semiconductor transition, has been focused.
Marezio et al. 5 performed single-crystal x-ray investigations on Ti 4 O 7 as it went through the semiconductor-metal and semiconductor-semiconductor transitions. Through this accurate determination of the crystalline structures, they estimated the charge of the titanium ions by comparing the average titanium-oxygen interatomic distance, in each titanium-oxygen octahedron, with the Ti 3+ , Ti 4+ , and O 2− Shannon and Prewitt 6 ionic radii. The resulting charge distribution suggested that, at T Յ 140 K, there is a clear separation into chains of alternating Ti 3+ and Ti 4+ ions, with Ti 3+ ions accommodated in a long-range-ordered arrangement of Ti 3+ -Ti 3+ pairs. The interatomic distance between these titanium atoms is shorter than in bulk rutile. On the other hand, in the so-called high-temperature phase, when T Ն 150 K, pairing is absent and all the titanium sites are similar and were interpreted as containing Ti 3.5+ ions. In between the low and high-temperature phases, Marezio et al. 5 first suggested that, at 140 K Յ T Յ 150 K, the Ti 3+ -Ti 3+ pairs still exist, but their long-range order has vanished. In a subsequent work Marezio and Page 7 revisited the Ti 4 O 7 structure at its three different phases. The low and high-temperature structures were equivalent to the ones previously reported, but they reported a new structure for the 140 K phase. Contrary to the previous ones, this structure showed long-range order of the Ti valences and pairing of the Ti 3+ atoms. Their conclusion was that, at 140 K, bipolarons were still present, but they were not disordered.
Lakkis et al.
8 combined x-ray diffraction with electronparamagnetic-resonance studies. They discussed the nature of the Ti 4 O 7 electronic structure in its different phases and proposed a mechanism for the semiconductor-metal and semiconductor-semiconductor transitions. They represented the low temperature Ti 3+ -Ti 3+ pairs as small on-site localized bipolarons. 9, 10 These are bound states of two Ti 3+ ions stabilized by a lattice distortion.
Lakkis et al. 8 assumed that, in the low and intermediate temperature phases, the titanium 3d electrons forming the bipolarons were paired in nonmagnetic metal-metal bonds. Using the bipolaron concept, they interpreted the 140 K semiconductor-semiconductor transition in terms of a disordering of the Ti 3+ -Ti 3+ bonds: the bipolarons were considered to be mobile within the crystalline network without breaking.
The result of the studies is that there are two competing models. One model, proposed by Lakkis et al., 8 considered that all the bipolarons, which were well ordered in the lowtemperature phase, remained in the intermediate phase, but they were disordered. The other model proposed the opposite: on the basis of x-ray measurements, Marezio and Page 7 suggested there had to be a long-range order for the Ti 3+ ions and, consequently, the bipolarons.
Within both these models, the observed electronparamagnetic signals were difficult to explain. Therefore, Lakkis et al. 8 postulated that the EPR signals were originated in additional dilute Ti 3+ magnetic centers, which were located on normal Ti 3+ sites. Finally, at T Ն 150 K, all proposed models attributed the metallic behavior to a delocalization of the 3d electrons.
The optical properties of Ti 4 O 7 have also been investigated. Kaplan et al. 11 performed experimental optical measurements on Ti 4 O 7 in the temperature range of the semiconductor-metal transition. They obtained a value of 0.25 eV for the optical band gap and related it to the socalled interchain optical transitions: these are the optical excitations corresponding to taking an electron out of a Ti 3+ pair to an empty neighboring Ti 4+ site. More recently, Watanabe et al. 12 measured Ti 4 O 7 reflection spectra as a function of temperature. They found it changed discontinuously at the electronic phase-transitions temperatures of 130 and 150 K, and attributed these changes to the formation of bipolarons.
Surprisingly, in spite of the significant body of experimental work, there are very few ab initio calculations on the Magnéli phases. Recently, two of us 13 studied the equilibria between the Ti n O 2n−1 ͑4 Յ n Յ 9͒ Magnéli phases using ab initio thermodynamics. The predicted phase stability was in very good agreement with that observed, and it was used to assess one of the mechanisms proposed to explain the formation of the Magnéli phases in rutile.
Previous to this paper there were, to the best of the authors' knowledge, only two ab initio studies. Leonov et al. 14 performed LDA+ U calculations on Ti 4 O 7 low-temperature structure. They investigated Ti 4 O 7 charge ordering and, with U = 3.0 eV, found a charge-ordered insulating solution with an energy gap of 0.29 eV, in agreement with the optical spectra. Eyert et al. 15 performed local spin density approximation ͑LSDA͒ band-structure calculations on the same lowtemperature structure. Although these calculations provided information about the composition of the bands in terms of the atomic orbitals, they failed to reproduce an insulating spin-singlet ground state.
Hence, we believe that only a theoretical treatment, in which structural aspects as well as correlations within the Ti-Ti pairs are considered on the same basis, can decide on the underlying mechanism for the metal-semiconductor and semiconductor-semiconductor transitions in the Ti 4 . These basis sets were developed in previous studies of the bulk and surfaces phases of titania in which a systematic hierarchy of all-electron basis sets was used to quantify the effects of using a finite BS; 18, 19 in addition they were adopted in a previous work. 20 Electron exchange and correlation are approximated using the B3LYP hybrid exchange functional 21 which, as noted above, is expected to be more reliable than local-density approximation ͑LDA͒ or generalized gradient approximation ͑GGA͒ approaches. The exchange-correlation potential and energy are integrated numerically on an atom centered grid of points. The integration over radial and angular coordinates is performed using Gauss-Legendre and Lebedev schemes, respectively. A pruned grid consisting of 75 radial points and 5 subintervals with ͑50,146,194,434,194͒ angular points has been used for all calculations ͓the LGRID option implemented in CRYSTAL06 ͑Ref. 16͔͒. The Coulomb and exchange series are summed directly and truncated using overlap criteria with thresholds of 10 −7 , 10 −7 , 10 −7 , 10 −7 , and 10 −14 as described previously. 16, 22 Reciprocal space sampling was performed on a Pack-Monkhorst net with a shrinking factor, IS= 4, which defines a set of k points in the Brillouin zone ͑BZ͒. The self-consistent field procedure was converged to a tolerance in the total energy of ⌬E =1·10
−7 E h per unit cell. As was mentioned in the introduction, Ti 4 O 7 suffers a semiconductor-metal transition at around 150 K and a semiconductor-semiconductor transition at around 120 K. Each one of this phases has an associated triclinic crystalline structure. In this work we have calculated the band-structure and spatial electronic density for each one of them, taking the atomic coordinates from. 5 The Ti 4 O 7 unit cell has eight titanium and 14 oxygen atoms.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The electronic structure of Ti 4 O 7 is strongly coupled to the lattice distortions. For instance: the distortion of the oxy-gen octahedra around each one of the inequivalent titanium atoms influences their electronic density. It is therefore important to discuss the electronic structures, and resulting properties, of each of the experimental structures presented by Marezio et al. 5 and Marezio and Page 7 in some detail. To achieve this, we performed consistent total-energy calculations for the crystalline structures of Ti 4 O 7 in its three phases-as reported by Marezio et al. 5 -and in its intermediate phase structure, as reported by Marezio and Page. Figure 1 shows a view of a ͑1 ϫ 2 ϫ 2͒ Ti 4 O 7 supercell along the tetragonal Ti 4 O 7 unit cell a axis. 5 In the interests of clarity, we have removed all the oxygen atoms from this figure: only titaniums are shown. One of the Ti 4 O 7 unit cells in each of the ͑1 ϫ 2 ϫ 2͒ supercells has all the titanium atoms labeled. There are 8 titanium atoms depicted, and they can be divided in four inequivalent pairs of symmetry related titanium atoms: Ti͑1͒ϵTi͑2͒ ; Ti͑3͒ϵTi͑4͒ ; Ti͑5͒ ϵ Ti͑6͒ ; Ti͑7͒ϵTi͑8͒. The yellow bonds indicate the titanium connectivity among the closest pairs of titanium atoms. The behavior of two of these distances, plus the Ti͑8͒-Ti͑3͒ distance, are documented in Table I. Table II shows the average Ti-O distances at the different temperatures.
At the 150 K transition only small displacements occur. Comparing equivalent octahedra at 298 and 140 K, it can be seen that the Ti͑1͒ and Ti͑5͒ octahedra expand, whereas the Ti͑3͒ and Ti͑8͒ octahedra contract. This tendency is maintained as the temperature is decreased below 125 K ͑Table II͒. Table III shows the computed distribution of spin moments on each of the inequivalent titanium atoms for the Marezio et al. 5 Ti 4 O 7 structures. 23 The system is antiferromagnetic at all the observed temperatures, and the spin moment on each of the titaniums forming the Ti 3+ -Ti 3+ pairs at 120 K-Ti͑1͒ and Ti͑5͒-increases in absolute value when moving from 298 to 120 K.
Moreover, the Mulliken bond population ͑q = n ␣ + n ␤ ͒ between the Ti-Ti pairs, indicated in Table I , is below 0.01
in all the Ti 4 O 7 phases considered.
The spin localizes in the titanium t 2g -like orbitals in the local reference frame of the TiO 6 octahedra. These orbitals result from the crystal field splitting of the titanium states and point away from the oxygens in the surrounding octahedron. Figure 2 shows the spin distribution documented in Table  III At room temperature the average Ti-O distance in Ti 4 O 7 is 2.008 Å ͑see Table II͒, whereas in bulk rutile it is 1.9641 Å. 24 Marezio et al. 5 linked this increase in the associated octahedra volume with the new titanium charged state, Ti 3.5+ , and its larger effective radius. The rather homogeneous spin distribution computed at the 298 K geometry ͑Table III͒ is consistent with this picture.
At the 150 K transition the electronic density increases at Ti͑3͒ by Ϸ50%, and the net effect is to decrease, albeit slightly ͑see Table II͒ , the volume of its associated oxygen octahedra.
Decreasing the temperature further, at the 125 K phase transition, the electronic density is concentrated mostly on Ti͑1͒ and Ti͑5͒. The associated oxygen octahedra share an edge and the spin on each titanium t 2g -like orbital has opposite sign. From Table I it can be seen that these titanium atoms are nearest neighbors, with an interatomic distance slightly smaller than the distance in rutile TiO 2 bulk ͑2.9 Å at 298 K͒.
The data in Table I and Figs. 1͑c͒ and 2͑d͒ indicate the "dimerization pattern" of the low-temperature phase, that is, the ordering of the titanium t 2g -like orbitals in space. Table I also indicates a correlation between the change in the interatomic Ti-Ti distance and its associated ionic charge: titanium atoms in the Ti 3+ -Ti 3+ pairs ͓for instance, Ti͑1͒ and Ti͑5͔͒ are closer than titanium atoms in the Ti 3+ -Ti 4+ pairs ͓for instance, Ti͑3͒ and Ti͑5͔͒.
The qualitative picture that emerges of the Ti 4 O 7 lowtemperature state is that of a bipolaronic state, but the bipolarons are not covalently bonded: the spin localizes in t 2g -like orbitals belonging to Ti 3+ ions and these ions are antiferromagnetically coupled. Figure 3 shows a ͑1 ϫ 2 ϫ 2͒ supercell of the 140 K Ti 4 O 7 structure measured by Marezio and Page. 7 In Fig. 3͑a͒ only the titanium atoms are displayed, and the yellow bonds indicate the titanium connectivity among the closest pairs of titanium atoms. Among all these pairs, we are particularly interested in the ones forming bipolarons. These pairs have their corresponding oxygen octahedra plotted in Fig. 3͑b͒ , and it can be seen that these octahedra share a face.
B. Marezio and Page 140 K intermediate structure
Through the interpretation of their x-ray experiments for Ti 4 O 7 , at 140 K, Marezio and Page 7 proposed a long-range order of titanium valences involving pairing of Ti 3+ ions. The calculated spin density showed in Fig. 3͑a͒ is localized on t 2g -like orbitals on Ti 3+ , and is consistent with the ordering observed by Marezio and Page. 7 In Fig. 3͑a͒ , the closest pair of atoms-placed at a distance of 2.747 Å-are linked together. Not all of these linked atoms are Ti 3+ : the linked atoms forming the Ti 3+ pairs have their corresponding oxygen octahedra surrounding them. Figure 3͑b͒ clearly shows that these neighboring octahedra are sharing a face, and that the spin localized on each Ti 3+ has opposite sign. Table IV shows the spin moments and the average Ti-O distance only on each of the titanium ions forming the pairs.
But it is clear from Figs. 3 that there are many more titaniums with spin localization in their t 2g -like orbitals. In fact, there is spin localization on half of the titaniums in the supercell, with spin moment values ranging from Ϯ0.734 B up to Ϯ0.837 B .
The spin localization pattern in this 140 K structure 7 is similar to the one observed previously in the 120 K structure:
5 the system is antiferromagnetic and the spin is localized in t 2g -like orbitals belonging to Ti 3+ ions. Only a subset of these Ti 3+ ions form antiferromagnetically bonded pairs and, therefore, the electronic structure at 140 K is not a bipolaronic state: there is a mixture of polarons and bipolarons.
The behavior of Ti 4 O 7 magnetic properties with temperature will be discussed in more detail in the next section.
C. Magnetic properties
The magnetic properties of Ti 4 O 7 have been characterized by magnetic-susceptibility measurements 8, 25 and electronparamagnetic-resonance studies ͑EPR͒. 8 All of these experimental results on the susceptibility data show a transition at around 150 K without any measurable hysteresis: the magnetic susceptibility jumps from a constant value of Ϸ250 emu mole to a value of Ϸ750 emu mole and, as the temperature increases further, the system displays paramagnetic behavior. 8 The EPR spectrum, measured at 80 K by Lakkis et al., 8 shows four principal lines. Of these four lines only one could be followed up to the 140 K transition: after that temperature, its intensity started decreasing. A subsequent EPR measurement at 80 K, performed by the same group but using a different field orientation, detected a hyperfine structure for the aforementioned line. The intensity of this line decreased with temperature and, at T Ն 140 K, it was no longer detectable.
Lakkis et al. 8 assumed the magnetic susceptibility at T Յ 150 K was of Van Vleck type, 26 and that it was due to the matrix elements between the singlet and triplet states of the Ti 3+ -Ti 3+ pairs forming the bipolarons. The experimental results showed that Ti 4 O 7 magnetic susceptibility did not change at the semiconductorsemiconductor transition that took place in the 120-140 K temperature range. 25 Lakkis et al. 8 linked these results with their molecular model for the bipolarons bonding. In their interpretation, the lack of change in the magnetic susceptibility with temperature indicated that ͑1͒ the extra electrons at Ti 3+ remained coupled in the bonding state, and ͑2͒ the Ti 3+ -Ti 3+ distance was the same in the low and intermediate temperature phases. Our results provide an alternative explanation for the behavior of Ti 4 O 7 susceptibility with temperature.
As the temperature increases it is clear that, after the 140 K transition, the system remains antiferromagnetic 27 but half of the bipolarons dissociate: the spins are reorganized into bipolarons and polarons. However, the spin remains strongly localized, spatially ordered and its value relatively constant ͑compare the 120 K values in Table III͒ and the 140 K values  in Table IV͒. Moreover, in order to establish the energy scale for spin fluctuations, for the 140 K structure we have calculated the total energy of different magnetically ordered states, i.e.: ͑a͒ a ferromagnetic state, ͑b͒ a state where we flipped only the spin of half of the electrons forming bipolarons, and ͑c͒ a state where we flipped the spin of half of the electrons forming polarons. The lowest energy necessary for changing from the antiferromagnetic ground state to one of these other states was of the order of 0.1 eV per Ti 4 O 7 unit cell. Such a fluctuation cannot be thermally activated at 140 K, which is consistent with the magnetic susceptibility being constant during the low-temperature transition.
At T Յ 140 K the on-site Coulomb energy is strong enough to maintain all the unpaired electrons strongly localized and forming bipolarons. In the 140 K Յ T Յ 150 K temperature range the strong localization remains, but the Ti 3+ -Ti 3+ pairing is reduced. The links in between titanium atoms in Fig. 3͑a͒ denote which of these atoms are the closest. It is clear from this figure that not all of these atoms form bipolarons.
The high-temperature phase was considered by Lakkis et al. 8 to be metallic. Therefore, they attributed the increase in the magnetic susceptibility to a Pauli term. 28 Again, we propose a different explanation for the room-temperature susceptibility. Figure 1͑a͒ clearly shows that, at T Ն 150 K, the spin is delocalized over all the titanium atoms in the supercell. Moreover, comparing the spin moment values from the 298 K data in Table III with the 140 K spin values from Table IV , it is clear that the value of the spin on each titanium atom has almost halved at room temperature. Clearly, now that the bipolarons have dissociated, the system will behave as a paramagnetic semiconductor; it will be easier to spin polarize and, therefore, the room-temperature magnetic susceptibility is likely to increase at T Ն 150 K, in qualitative agreement with the experimental data. The model proposed here also provides an explanation of the EPR data.
The Lakkis et al. 8 model of bonded bipolarons for the T Յ 150 K phases does not have any unpaired 3d electrons. This implies that there was no intrinsic EPR signal to be expected from Ti 4 O 7 at T Յ 150 K. Therefore, Lakkis et al. 8 attributed the measured EPR signals, and its subsequent vanishing at a temperature slightly larger than 140 K, to diluted Ti 3+ magnetic centers whose unpaired electrons have a lifetime smaller than 10 −10 s. The model proposed here is consistent with the EPR data without invoking additional spin centers. For the T = 120 K and T = 140 K structures our model provides strongly localized unpaired electrons, whose spin value kept constant: these electrons are certainly a source of an intrinsic EPR signal.
Finally, in Table III we can see that the value of the spin on each titanium atom has almost halved at room temperature. This is in good agreement with the abrupt decrease in the EPR signal detected experimentally at T Ϸ 140 K.
D. Density of states
In Fig. 4͑c͒ the low temperature projected density of states ͑PDOS͒ for Ti 4 O 7 is plotted.
The Fermi level is at the zero of energy, and the occupied states just below it are related with the titanium d orbitals of the atoms forming the bipolarons: Ti͑1͒ and Ti͑5͒. These states are strongly localized and form a prominent structure with a band width of 0.5 eV. The computed low-temperature fundamental band-gap is 1.5 eV.
Figures 4͑a͒ and 4͑b͒ show the room and intermediate temperature density of states ͑DOS͒ for Ti 4 O 7 corresponding to the structures proposed by Marezio et al. 5 For these structures, the intermediate temperature DOS is very similar to the room-temperature one.
At room and intermediate temperature, the unpaired electrons are distributed over the d levels of all the titanium atoms, and the valence and conduction bands are made up from contributions of titanium atoms. Moreover, the ground state for these structures has an antiferromagnetic configuration with a 0.4 eV band gap and, most importantly, the bipolarons have dissociated. From the PDOS point of view, the low and intermediate phase structures are essentially the same. This appears to contradict the experiments, which suggest that the conductivity of the intermediate phase increases in two orders of magnitude with respect to the lowtemperature phase. 8 It was only with the new 140 K structure, proposed by Marezio et al., 5 that experiments could be interpreted. Figure 5 shows the PDOS for 140 K structure. The system has a 1 eV band-gap, which is 0.6 eV larger than the one computed in the 140 K structure proposed by Marezio and Page. 7 This band-gap opens because the unpaired electrons localize ͓see Fig. 3͑b͔͒ .
A band gap that decreases with increasing temperature is in better agreement with the experimental results on the Ti 4 O 7 electrical conductivity 8 and optical properties. 12 These calculations therefore support the new 140 K structure, proposed by Marezio and Page. 
E. Low-temperature band gap
The reported experimental data for the low-temperature band gap are inconsistent with each other.
Mulay and Danley 25 quote a value of 0.041 eV obtained from conductivity measurements. By means of a combination of photoemission ͑PES͒ and O 1s x-ray-absorption spectra ͑XAS͒, Abbate et al. 29 measured the room temperature Ti 4 O 7 band gap to be 0.6 eV. According to their data, the onset of the O 1s XAS did not change at the low-temperature semiconducting phase, which was interpreted as a indication that the Fermi level was pinned at the bottom of the conduction band. From this alternative point of view, they suggested a value of 0.25 eV for the low-temperature band gap, which is in agreement with the value obtained by Kaplan et al., 11 obtained from optical transmission data. Kaplan's lowtemperature band-gap value was obtained from the absorption threshold in a transmission vs wavelength curve, measured at 105 K. The measurements were performed in the energy range 0.3 to 0.2 eV.
According to our theoretical results for the DOS at 120 K- Fig. 4͑c͒ -the fundamental band gap in the lowtemperature phase is 1.5 eV. This is larger than the experimentally observed, but it might reflect the fundamental band gap of the material: the absorption observed by Kaplan might be due to alternative absorption processes within the energy range below 1 eV, such as the ones described below.
Lakkis et al. 8 proposed energy-level scheme for the Ti 3+ in the low-temperature phase. As a first approximation, they did not consider any possible broadening of the atomic or molecular levels into bands. They analyzed the crystalline field splitting due to a cubic field ͑perfect octahedral around the Ti͒: the fivefold d orbital is split into a triplet t 2g and a doublet e g . In turn, the orthorhombic component of the field ͑distorted octahedra͒ splits the t 2g into three orbital singlets whose energy separation is around 0.4 eV. Energy absorption due to electrons being excited within states is suggested to be an atomic absorption mechanism. Lakkis et al. 8 also suggested that a covalent bond existed between the Ti 3+ ions forming the dimers, and that the splitting of the bonding singlet and antibonding triplet was approximately 0.3 eV. This is an absorption mechanism that could explain the low-temperature optical absorption.
Another energy absorption mechanism was documented by Degiorgi et al. 30 They presented infrared optical measurements on the Ti 4 O 7 low-temperature phase, which detected four IR-active phonon modes located around 34, 43, 62, and 78 meV.
Here we propose another possible absorption mechanism, which also involves spin flipping. For the low-temperature phase, we calculated the total energy of an hypothetical ferromagnetic state: the energy that would be necessary for changing from the antiferromagnetic to this hypothetical fer- romagnetic state is 0.3 eV per Ti 4 O 7 unit cell, which is the energy required to flip two spins.
Therefore, this disagreement within the experimental evidence could be suggesting that the value for the lowtemperature band gap was underestimated: our theoretical value for the band gap might be reflecting the fundamental band gap of the material.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have performed hybrid exchange ͑B3LYP͒ density functional calculations on the Ti 4 O 7 Magnéli phase using the CRYSTAL code. Our results allowed for a consistent description of the high-temperature ͑T Ն 298 K͒ phase, the intermediate temperature ͑120 K Յ T Յ 140 K͒ phase and the lowtemperature ͑T Յ 120 K͒ phase.
We found that the Ti 4 O 7 low-temperature phase, ͑T Յ 120 K͒, has an antiferromagnetic charge-ordered semiconducting solution. This state can be viewed as a bipolaronic state, with well ordered Ti 3+ -Ti 3+ pairs. According to our results for the Marezio and Page 7 140 K structure, some of these Ti 3+ -Ti 3+ pairs disappear when ͑120 K Յ T Յ 140 K͒, calling into question the previous interpretation 8 of the intermediate phase as a one of disordered bipolarons.
The spin localization pattern at Marezio and Page 7 140 K structure had some similarities with the one observed in the 120 K structure proposed by Marezio et al.: 5 the system is antiferromagnetic and the spin is localized in half of the titaniums composing the supercell. But the electronic structure at 140 K is not a bipolaronic state: there is a mixture of polarons and bipolarons, and the system has long-range order.
Therefore, the transport properties in the intermediate phase are not due to bipolarons mobility.
The proposal that the spin remains strongly localized in the intermediate and low-temperature phases-and delocalizes at room temperature-provides an explanation of Ti 4 O 7 magnetic properties.
As regards the question to whether is our theoretical value of 1.5 eV for the fundamental band-gap reasonable, we believe that, to answer this question, it would be necessary to extend the range of experimental optical measurements to higher energies. Because although the absorption threshold in Kaplan's experiments 11 is at around 0.25 eV, this absorption might not be related with interband transitions.
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